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From Time magazine and USA Today to O, The Oprah Magazine, the media has raved about this

life-changing New York Times bestseller. Now, just in time for Valentine's Day, comes this beautiful

hardcover edition. Complete with new material, The Hard Questions is now being published in the

same keepsake format as The Hard Questions for an Authentic Life.
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Although I'm already very happily married, my wife and I have found this book to be incredibly

stimulating. She bought a copy on impulse for a friend who's getting married, but after skimming

through it, we ended up keeping a copy for ourselves and buying another for our friend. We haven't

finished it yet (not by a long shot), but we have found the process of answering the questions very

insightful and provocative. We have discovered things about each other that might have taken years

to find out. We have had some incredibly deep and interesting (and sometimes quite difficult)

conversations that have lead us to whole new levels of understanding about each other. I'm

generally not a big "self help" guy, and I was definitely skeptical when she started reading the

questions to me, but it really has been a fun and helpful (albeit also a little scary sometimes)



process. I recommend this book highly and not just for people who are contemplating getting

married. I think it's an excellent book for any two people who are involved in a committed

relationship and who want to understand each other better and perhaps take their relationship to a

deeper, more meaningful level.

Many of the pre-marriage books I was looking at were written from an evangelical Christian point of

view, which is certainly valuable but not what I was looking for exclusively. This book is a wonderful

resource for non-evangelicals who are still looking for serious marriage preparation. It did a concise

job of presenting the big issues; none are surprising, but it's a good collection of the major areas

you should be addressing. It won't help you work out the little details, but helps make sure you

answer the big questions that could jeopardize your relationship.

I ordered this book based on seeing Susan Piver on "Oprah". Although I didn't question my love,

communication with my husband needed some "work", so I thought this book could be helpful. I was

extraordinarily surprised by the results. My first surprise was that my husband was so willing and

eager to participate in this. My second surprise was some of the answers and information we

exchanged. Some of the simpler questions that I thought would be one word answers, led to deep

discussions. There is no question but that this book has been extremely helpful to us. Even without

the book to guide us, we now find the exchange of honest and open conversation much easier. "The

Hard Questions" is a good book!!!

So far, my boyfriend and I have only covered the first two chapters. Some of the questions seem

obvious, but it still feels like a good idea to talk about them- just to make sure we're on the same

page.Some of the questions are difficult to answer. How much we will need to earn depends on if

we ever find an affordable house, and how much it costs, and when we ever find reasonable jobs.

Some, like "How much money do we have in our checking account right now?" seem

pointless.Other questions, however, are poignant. "Will we have a joint or separate checking

accounts? Who is responsible for mowing the lawn?" The first is something that would definitely

come up at some point, the second we probably wouldn't think to ask until we were actually buying

a house. They're good things to discuss in advance, though, so there are no surprises and you truly

get to know your partner.Some people will be offended by this book or find it pointless. Others will

find it a simple reassurance that they're well prepared for the trip down the aisle because they've

already discussed everything.While the author rambles too much and I find her slightly annoying, I



enjoy most of the questions themselves. I like that it's reinforcing communication with my boyfriend-

I sort of look forward to tonight, sitting down together and sharing the intimacy of going over the

questions- even though we haven't encountered anything revolutionary to our relationship yet. And I

do like her clarity to understand that, "We fall in love and decide to live the rest of our lives together

without realizing that loving each other and loving our life together are different." That right there is

something a lot of people seem to ignore.

I'm getting married in about a year and a half and thought that this would be a great book to read

with my future husband. i found that it took us half an hour or more to answer some of the

questions--the questions promoted conversation which led us to other issues not even mentioned in

the book. We also felt that we knew each other a little better afterward. It was worth the time and

money. This is something that i would definitely buy for my friends when they get married.

Those looking for a quick reference of compelling / insightful questions might be a little

disappointed. "The Hard Questions" does offer a few nuggets you might not have thought of

yourself, but the truth is the important questions will be different for each couple, and you'd probably

be better served by formulating your own.The author does, however, write a beautiful, eloquent, and

insightful forward that is well worth the price of admission all by itself. Piver provides a perspective

on marriage and relationships that is honest and touching, and which should inspire most readers to

look with new eyes at why they are together and how they might stay that way.
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